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Abstract

Ground Pi-2 pulsations comprise superpositions of various modal components of shear and fast Alfven waves, field line resonance,

and plasmaspheric resonances. These complex waveforms, hard to resolve with Fourier transforms are successfully characterized

by wavelet techniques. Wavelet detection employs decomposition and reconstruction modes to characterize time-frequency

components. Hence, suitable for the examination of the locality and complexity of natural signal patterns. The current study

presents the automatic detection of Pi-2 pulsations using Daubechies and Morlet wavelet transforms. In the study, distinct Pi-2

events from CPMN stations along 210${ˆ\circ}$ magnetic meridian were detected. Global Pi-2 pulsations with harmonious

H oscillations and discrete D bays in the sub-aurora zone suggest a common source with diverse tunneling paths. Scalograms

of Pi-2 undulations of the frequency band of 6.7-22 mHz were observed despite different kinds of Pi-2s. Auroral Pi-2s were

highly localized in local time with clear H and D bays, implying magnetospheric-ionospheric current couplings. Latitudinal and

longitudinal Pi-2 propagations are exemplified by 180${ˆ\circ}$ phase-shift (polarization) in EWA and group delay in the mid-

latitudes of the northern hemisphere. Overall, Pi-2 wave power from high to low latitudes declined with peak amplitudes of 15

nT to less than 1 nT, respectively. Finally, external influences from sea currents causing signal attenuation due to the station’s

proximity to the sea were also identified. To conclude, the accuracy and efficiency of wavelet analysis with no computation

hassle render it a valuable tool for the study of space events in the magnetospheric community.
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Key Points:11

• Wavelet automatic detection performed excellently well in Pi-2 detection from au-12

roral to sub-auroral zone.13

• Manifestations of latitudinal and longitudinal Pi-2 undulations illustrated by the14

ellipticities and group delays.15

• Influence of dominance of external effect such as sea currents were uncovered re-16

sulting in Pi-2s heavily attenuated.17
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Abstract18

Ground Pi-2 pulsations comprise superpositions of various modal components of shear19

and fast Alfven waves, field line resonance, and plasmaspheric resonances. These com-20

plex waveforms, hard to resolve with Fourier transforms are successfully characterized21

by wavelet techniques. Wavelet detection employs decomposition and reconstruction modes22

to characterize time-frequency components. Hence, suitable for the examination of the23

locality and complexity of natural signal patterns. The current study presents the au-24

tomatic detection of Pi-2 pulsations using Daubechies and Morlet wavelet transforms.25

In the study, distinct Pi-2 events from CPMN stations along 210◦ magnetic meridian were26

detected. Global Pi-2 pulsations with harmonious H oscillations and discrete D bays in27

the sub-aurora zone suggest a common source with diverse tunneling paths. Scalograms28

of Pi-2 undulations of the frequency band of 6.7-22 mHz were observed despite differ-29

ent kinds of Pi-2s. Auroral Pi-2s were highly localized in local time with clear H and D30

bays, implying magnetospheric-ionospheric current couplings. Latitudinal and longitu-31

dinal Pi-2 propagations are exemplified by 180◦ phase-shift (polarization) in EWA and32

group delay in the mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere. Overall, Pi-2 wave power33

from high to low latitudes declined with peak amplitudes of 15 nT to less than 1 nT, re-34

spectively. Finally, external influences from sea currents causing signal attenuation due35

to the station’s proximity to the sea were also identified. To conclude, the accuracy and36

efficiency of wavelet analysis with no computation hassle render it a valuable tool for the37

study of space events in the magnetospheric community.38

1 Introduction39

Pi-2 pulsations are transient, irregular geomagnetic oscillations with periods rang-40

ing from 40 s to 150 s (Singer et al., 1983). These magnetohydrodynamic waves are usu-41

ally observed at the onset of substorm expansions and auroral breakups (Sakurai & Saito,42

1976). One remarkable property of Pi-2 undulations is their extensive spatial distribu-43

tions. They span from local magnetic time (MLT) and/or invariable latitudes to global44

events covering many hours of MLT extending from low to high latitudes. This spatial45

variability is believed to reflect different Pi-2s generation mechanisms (e.g., Keiling &46

Takahashi, 2011). Studies based on observations have illustrated that Pi-2 pulsations mon-47

itored on the ground consist of superpositions of different components (Yumoto et al.,48

2001). At low latitudes, the Pi-2 beats observed at different latitudes and longitudes oc-49

cur with a common waveform and frequency(Sutcliffe & Yumoto, 1991). Recent stud-50

ies suggest these low-latitude Pi-2 pulsations are generated by cavity resonances excited51

by earthward-propagating fast mode waves launched at substorm commencement(Yumoto,52

1990; Takahashi et al., 1995; Allan et al., 1996; Kepko et al., 2001; Hsu et al., 2012). In53

contrast, mid-latitude Pi-2 pulsations are believed to originate from the disturbance of54

cross-tail current associated with Alfven waves carrying field-aligned currents, which play55

a role in the substorm current wedge establishment (Sakurai & Saito, 1976).56

Statistical studies on space and ground-based Pi-2 pulsations indicated that regions57

inside the inner magnetosphere (L = 2 to 5) 3 hours past their local midnight are dom-58

inated by poloidal components such as compressional (Bz) and radial (Bx). These com-59

ponents correspond to fast mode waves polarized in the direction of their Meridian (Baumjohann60

& Glaßmeier, 1984). Global Pi-2 oscillations, alternatively, are the result of plasmaspheric61

cavity resonance (PCR), a system eigenmode of the plasmasphere (e.g., Yeoman & Orr,62

1989; Lin et al., 1991; Takahashi et al., 1995). Since PCR is restricted to plasmaspheric63

field lines, any adjustment of the PCR leads to the emergence of wave energy in the plasma64

sheet, effectively escaping from the plasmasphere. Lee and Lysak (1999) defined this phe-65

nomenon as plasmaspheric virtual resonance (PVR) (Takahashi et al., 2003; Teramoto66

et al., 2008). In the PVR model, it is argued that the decrease in the Pi-2 amplitudes67

occurs outside the plasmasphere (Takahashi et al., 2003). Typically, related oscillation68

periods are longer than those of the PCR/PVR-Pi-2s (Baumjohann & Glaßmeier, 1984)69
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and their largest amplitudes lie in the auroral zone, specifically at high latitudes(Samson,70

1982).71

The timing issue of Pi-2 pulsation from the polar cap to the magnetic equator was72

conducted by Uozumi et al. (2000). Uozumi et al. (2000) addressed the timing relation73

to Pi-2 power obtained from the oscillation of the H component. They investigated the74

relationships between the relative timing of the maximum amplitude of Pi-2 magnetic75

energy and the latitudinal propagation of Pi-2 perturbations. In their finding, the tim-76

ing of the maximum power implied the group velocity or group delay, which was used77

for the examination of the wave energy transfer of Pi-2 pulsations. However, they did78

not look into the characteristics of longitudinal Pi-2 wave propagation. Uozumi et al.79

(2004) used the Uozumi et al. (2000) approach to address the characteristics of longi-80

tudinal and latitudinal Pi-2 propagation in the auroral zone. The morphology of Pi-281

propagation in high-latitude areas was determined. Nevertheless, this morphology was82

limited to high-latitude areas and thus, it was insufficient to fully explain Pi-2 propa-83

gation on a global scale. Uozumi et al. (2009) clarified the low-latitude and high-latitude84

timing relations by MLT dependence of the delay time of the auroral Pi-2 for each hor-85

izontal component utilizing the low-latitude Pi-2 timing as a reference. The propagation86

and generation mechanism of these plasma waves is still ongoing. The current study briefly87

addresses the timing issue by considering both postmidnight and pre-midnight Pi-2 ULF88

waves globally.89

Ground Pi-2 pulsations are composed of several different modal components (Fukunishi,90

1975). It is, however, principally challenging to decompose the mixed waveform using91

the conventional Fourier transform method because of the overlapping frequency ranges.92

The locality and complexity of natural signals require robust tools to explore their hid-93

den patterns and detect their presence in raw settings. The rapid fluctuation in the phase94

and frequency of waves poses another challenge. Hence, it is important to introduce tech-95

niques that make it possible to separate such mixed signals into individual modal com-96

ponents as ground-observed Pi-2 pulsations. The multifrequency analysis criterion ac-97

curately characterizes the time-frequency component of natural signals while preserv-98

ing their original formation. Therefore, it is a desirable tool for events associated with99

space activities and wave analysis in general. Wavelet is a powerful analytical tool in the100

fields of space science, acoustic industry, mathematics, and many other economic sec-101

tors. The power of Wavelet to resolve time-frequency resolution measurements and de-102

tect intelligence in signals from noise-masked signals with minimum computation power103

motivated its selection (yang Zeng & guang Wang, 2013).104

Wavelet transform applications in space sciences have succeeded significantly in stud-105

ies of space events. It has been widely used in the denoising of geomagnetic field data106

(Kumar & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997; Jach et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2008), the geomagnetic107

storm initial phase determination (Hafez et al., 2010), the automatic detection of sud-108

den storm geomagnetic onsets (Hafez et al., 2012), in the automatic recognition of Pc5109

and Pc3 pulsations using machine learning (Omondi et al., 2023b; Balasis et al., 2019)110

and the extraction of periodic components caused by the rotation of the Earth. This pa-111

per focuses on the automatic detection of Pi-2 pulsations from the ground magnetic field112

variations associated with the explosive plasma phenomena of auroral substorms. In prac-113

tice, without pre-determining any modes or frequency range as the norms in the Fourier114

transform, the wavelet automatically distinguishes anomalies from Pi-2 with no signal115

distortion (Vetterli, 1986). The wavelet power manifests itself in the ONW data when116

Pi-2 pulsations are recovered from modulation from sea currents because of the prox-117

imity of the ground monitor to the sea. Finally, the causality of Pi-2 ellipticities, time118

delays, and longitudinal propagation during substorm onset are also investigated. The119

current paper is organized into five major sections, beginning with the introduction, fol-120

lowed by data and methods, then results, summary and discussion, and finally conclu-121

sion.122
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2 Data and Methods123

Our study analyzes the data from the ground-based magnetometer stations in the124

Circum-pan Pacific Magnetometer Network (CPMN) along 210◦ magnetic meridians (MM)125

chain. The data measurements were done by magnetometers as described on the MAG-126

DAS website (https://data.i-spes.kyushu-u.ac.jp). In the study, data from 15 mon-127

itors were used for Pi-2 pulsation detections (refer to Figure 1 and Table 1). The data128

sets presented were in unprocessed settings dominated by noise, with ZYK and KOT record-129

ing the worst. White noise was dominant in many stations. These noises can be effec-130

tively eliminated by the proper application of conventional methods such as low-pass fil-131

tering at a given cut-off frequency which requires careful evaluation to perform. These132

methods have drawbacks and perhaps lead to signal loss in the process of data wrangling.133

The power of wavelet manifests in signal detection in the presence of noise-infested data.134

It performs excellently well in anomaly detection and signal discrimination with nearly135

the same frequency band as the case of the Pi-2 and Pc-4 classes. The two phenomena136

are related in time-frequency property with different physical oscillation, occurrence du-137

ration, and signal energy. Pc-4 for instance is continuous, long occurrence duration, and138

is linked to different space phenomena occurring outside the inner magnetosphere. While139

Pi-2 portrays completely different signal aspects suited for inner/outer magnetospheric140

studies. Using wavelet analytics does not necessarily require much data remediation aside141

from basic data munging such as formatting or parsing to ensure data is human-machine142

readable. Table 1 lists CPMN stations and their respective coordinates in both geographic143

and geomagnetic systems. Where abbreviations; Glat and Glon are the geographic lat-144

itude and longitude while GMlat and GMlon are the geomagnetic latitude and longitude145

respectively. Finally, L is the L-shell value for each respective station.146

Table 1. List of CPMN Ground Stations along 210◦ magnetic meridian

Station GLat (◦) GLon (◦) GMLat (◦) GMLon (◦) L

KTN 75.94 137.71 69.92 201.03 8.62
TIK 71.59 128.78 65.65 196.90 5.98
CHD 70.62 147.89 64.66 212.14 5.55
ZYK 65.75 150.78 59.60 216.76 3.97
MGD 59.97 150.86 53.49 218.75 2.87
PTK 52.94 158.25 46.17 226.02 2.12
ONW 38.43 141.47 31.15 212.63 1.39
KAG 31.58 130.72 24.37 202.36 1.22
GUA 13.58 144.87 5.61 215.55 1.03
BIK -1.08 136.05 -9.73 207.39 1.05
EWA 21.32 -158.00 21.63 269.45 1.18
KOT 66.88 -162.60 64.52 249.85 5.49
WEP -12.68 141.88 -21.93 214.44 1.18
BSV -25.54 139.21 -36.10 213.08 1.56
CAN -35.30 149 -45.72 226.29 2.08

In the current study, 1 s data cadence was used for 30 minutes consisted in all sta-147

tions. This time window was logical for Pi-2 analysis which only happens for a period148

between 10-15 minutes. Furthermore, the data used for Pi-2 oscillations analysis in the149

work corresponding to the substorm onsets period occurred at 22.97 MLT, 17th, Febru-150

ary 1995 and observed in the geographic location 70.2◦, 147.89◦ (https://supermag.jhuapl151

.edu/substorms/). The substorm onset events of the February 17th were obtained from152

the Forsyth et al. (2015) substorm onset list. According to the SOPHIE technique, the153

onset occurred at 13:39 UTC. The topographical map in Figure 1 gives information about154
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Figure 1. The topographical map of the 210◦ magnetic meridian MAGDAS magnetometer

stations. The latitude and Longitude in the map are expressed in the geodesic coordinate system.

the location of each CPMN station. This CPMN network gives the global view of these155

Pi-2 ULF wave distributions, the latitudinal wave propagation, and the evolution from156

Pi-2. The stations’ exact locations on the map are marked with red stars.157

2.1 Wavelet Analysis158

Ground geomagnetic field measurements often consist of many physical component
embeddings such as dipole field and perturbations from space. The study of each em-
bed in isolation on the same scale as the original signal requires multiscale approxima-
tion or multiresolution analysis. This refers to signal decomposition into individual com-
ponents in different scales and upon reconstruction can produce the exact single signal
as the original signal. Wavelet analysis techniques utilize this method in the detection
cases using discrete wavelet transform. Mathematically, ground magnetic perturbations
in the realm of wavelet analytics can be conceptualized as follows. Consider a function
f(t) as the original signal. If f(t) is a series of approximations of subspaces such that
f(t) ∈ Vj where j is the integer of increasing values, then f(2t) ∈ Vj+1. Projecting the
function f(t) at each level j onto the subspace Vj , the projection then is defined by the
approximation coefficient Cj [l]. The inner product of f(t) with the translated and dilated-
scaled version of the scaling function ϕ(t) is given by Eq.1 (S. G. Mallat, 1989):

Cj [l] = ⟨f, ϕj,l⟩ = ⟨f, 2−jϕ(2−j · −l⟩) (1)

where the scaling function, ϕ(t), satisfies the condition described in Eq.2.

1

2
ϕ(

1

2
t) =

∑
k

h(k)ϕ(t− k) (2)

The expression in Eq.2 permits the direct computation of Cj+1 from Cj . From C0 all
the coefficients (Cj [l])j>0,l can be calculated without directly invoking any other inner
product:

Cj+1[l] =
∑
k

h(k − 2l)Cj [k] (3)

The number of inner products at each level j is divided by 2. Gradually the signal is smoothed
leading to loss of information. The details (low-pass signal) are recovered from the sub-
space Wj+1, which is the orthogonal component of Vj+1 in Vj . This subspace is gener-
ated using wavelet function ψ(t) by dilation and translation (Daubechies, 1988, 1992;
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S. Mallat, 2009).
1

2
ψ(

1

2
t) =

∑
k

g[k]ϕ(t− k) (4)

The wavelet coefficients are calculated by Eq.5-6

Wj+1[l] = ⟨f, ψj+1,l⟩ = ⟨f, 2−(j+1)ψ(2−(j+1)) · −l⟩ (5)

=
∑
k

g(k − 2l)Cj [k]

Cj+1 =

[
h̃ ⋆ Cj

]
↓2 (6)

Wj+1 =

[
g̃ ⋆ Cj

]
↓2

To recover the original data, we utilize the properties of orthogonal wavelets. Con-
sidering biorthogonal wavelet bases filters g̃ and h̃ (Cohen et al., 1992) are defined to be
dual to g and h such that (g, h, g̃, h̃) gives a perfect reconstruction filter bank. Then,
the reconstruction of the signal is performed by expression

Cj [l] = 2
∑
k

(
h̃[k + 2l]Cj+1[k] + g̃[k + 2l]Wj+1[k]

)
(7)

= 2(h̃ ⋆ C̃j+1 + g̃ ⋆ W̃j+1)[l]

where C̃j+1 is zero interpolation of Cj+1 given by the assertions

C̃j+1[l] =

[
Cj+1

]
↑2 [l]

=

{
Cj+1[m] if l=2m

0 Otherwise

and the filters g̃ and h̃ must verify the biorthogonal conditions of de-aliasing and exact159

reconstruction (Vetterli, 1986). Equation 1 to 7 describes the formulations of wavelet mul-160

tiresolution analysis. Where Morlet continuous wavelet transform and coherence were161

formulated using the same concept demonstrated in my previous publication(Omondi162

et al., 2023a).163

In the study, we utilized a 1-dimensional multiresolution wavelet decomposition method164

to decompose data into wavelet decomposition vector v and bookkeeping vector b using165

level 5 Daubechies wavelet of order 8 (Daubechies, 1992; S. G. Mallat, 1989). To obtain166

signals, the 1-D wavelet reconstruction method was performed with the v,b, and db8 as167

the input to the wavelet reconstruction function. In principle, only two signals were pos-168

sible to reconstruct, that is, the high-frequency component also known as approxima-169

tions, and the low-frequency counterpart called details. Details were explicitly obtained170

by specifying the command ’d’ as the first input of the wavelet reconstruction function.171

This is the intelligible waveforms in the spectrum of Pi-2 waves. This step was repeated172

to reproduce background information as an approximation replacing ’a’ in place of ’d’173

(Daubechies, 1992; Omondi et al., 2023b). Figure 2 & 3 gives vivid visual steps and re-174

sults of the wavelet analysis technique explored.175

Figure 2 summarises Pi-2 pulsation detection processes schematically using pure176

raw data as the input. For validation of the accuracy of the detection signal, we used177

the Morlet wavelet to observe the frequency-time property of the Pi-2 pulsations as shown178

in Figure 2 & 4, for example, (Omondi et al., 2023a, 2023b). The picture of Daubechies179

wavelet transform as an automatic detection tool was explicitly demonstrated in Figure180
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Figure 2. Schematic flowchart diagram illustrating successive stages of Pi-2 pulsation detec-

tion using wavelet detection criterion from magnetic field data.

Figure 3. Time series plots of the horizontal component of the magnetic field, the raw data in

blue and approximation in orange. Panels (a) & (b) are examinations from CAN and (c) & (d)

are from the EWA station. The details and approximation are Pi-2 pulsations and background

noise respectively.

3, taking CAN and EWA station H-components as illustrative cases. Where the obser-181

vations in (a) & (b) are from CAN and (c) & (d) from EWA respectively. Figure 3 (a)182

& (c) shows the raw magnetic field data in blue and the approximation in orange after183

wavelet decomposition and reconstruction. The detected Pi-2 waves are shown in Fig-184

ure 3 (b) & (d). Where UT is the abbreviation for universal time. We can see approx-185

imations in panels 3(a) & (c) are highly smoothed and deviate from the raw data hav-186

ing similar trends. It is important to note that this approximation contains many sig-187
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nal components except one extracted at level 5. These signals are not in the scope of this188

study and any oscillatory studies such as Pi-1 or Pc3-4 may be present in it and are treated189

as background noise. The vivid dominant white noise seen in panels 3(a) & (c) can be190

obtained explicitly by the wavelet analytic denoising method as demonstrated in my pre-191

vious publication (Omondi et al., 2023b).192

3 Results193

The classification scheme for observed ground Pi-2 pulsations using latitudinal ex-194

tents: low, mid, and high latitudes are unclear, and the L-range based division alone is195

also insufficient (Sutcliffe & Yumoto, 1989). Hence, accounting for Pi-2 pulsations cov-196

ering more than one L range is highly desirable. The preferred categorization scheme for197

Pi-2 waves on their physical properties is one proposed by Samson (1982), defining high198

latitudes as any region influenced by magnetic fields from the ionospheric substorm elec-199

trojet. The regions situated latitudinally below are termed mid-latitude regions. This200

definition gives freedom for the latitudinal motion of the electrojet with geomagnetic con-201

ditions. This paper adopted this convention, referring to high latitude ground Pi-2 pul-202

sations as auroral zone Pi-2, and the equatorward as sub-auroral zone Pi-2 (Yeoman &203

Orr, 1989). With this definition, the plasma sheet field lines are accurately mapped as204

conjugate to the auroral zone, and the plasma trough and possibly portions of the plas-205

masphere as a mirror of the sub-auroral zone. The low latitude zones are retained as re-206

gions with L < 2. The scalograms in Figure 4,5,6,9 and 10 are the automatically detected207

Pi-2 pulsations by Morlet mother wavelet continuous transformation of the Daubechies208

discrete wavelet transform (waveforms) from the magnetic field lines of the CPMN sta-209

tions.210

3.1 Sub-Auroral Pi-2 Pulsations211

Figures 4-6 illustrate global Pi-2 oscillations in low-latitude observed in the night-212

side sector. Each panel shows results obtained from the H and D magnetic field com-213

ponents in the corresponding stations in local time (LT). Overall, Pi-2 pulsations recorded214

in the magnetic field H component in all mid-low latitude stations (Fig. 8) arrived si-215

multaneously with a clear coherent profile suggesting the same wave originating from the216

same source. Compared to those monitored in the D component, they arrived at differ-217

ent times. Demonstrating interesting findings about the Pi-2 waves and their propaga-218

tion mechanisms in the magnetosphere during geomagnetic activity along 210◦ MM. The219

wavelet scalograms in Figures 4-6 show Pi-2 pulsation of frequency range 6.7-22 mHz con-220

sistent in all stations.221

Figure 4 presents observations in BIK, GUA, and EWA stations with L-shell val-222

ues of 1.03 and 1.13 respectively. BIK and GUA are conjugate stations located in op-223

posite hemispheres sharing similar L-values and nearly the same local time. Panels 4(a)-224

(c) and 4(d)-(f) are Pi-2s detections from the H and D components. The examination225

of the H component showed clear short transient pulses of damped oscillations with higher226

amplitudes maximum between 0.3 and 1.5 nT while the D component recorded 0.1 and227

0.3 nT spread across three stations. Furthermore, the ULF wave signature in the D pan-228

els showed distinct waveform profiles in each station vividly illustrated in scalograms 4(d),229

(e), and (f). Surprisingly, all the H-components in the three stations oscillated in phase230

despite their 4-hour difference in local time. The scalograms in H were short-lived com-231

pared to the D component in the GUA & BIK observatory. On the contrary, at EWA232

station which is 1 hour to midnight, smaller waveforms by a factor 5 were detected in233

both components and were 180◦ phase shifted in H and D. EWA also recorded similar234

scalograms as demonstrated in Figure 4(c) & (f). This indicates the localization of Pi-235

2 pulsation power to a local time. Detailed analysis on Pi-2s polarizations at EWA sta-236

tion is shown in Figure 7.237
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Figure 4. Low latitude Pi-2 pulsation detected BIK, GUA, and EWA. Where (a), (b) & (c)

and (d), (e) & (f) are Pi-2 waves recorded in H and D components respectively. The white solid

waveform & scalogram are Pi-2 pulsations and the red & green dashed line is Pi-2 duration.

Figure 5. Low Latitude Pi-2 pulsation detected in WEP, BSV, and CAN ground monitors.

Where (a), (b) & (c) and (d), (e) & (f) are Pi-2s in H and D components respectively. The white

solid waveform & scalogram are Pi-2 pulsations and the red & green dashed line is Pi-2 duration.

Figure 5 demonstrate a special case of Pi-2 waves recorded in WEP, BSV, and CAN238

stations located in L=1.18, 2.0, and 2.04 respectively. The wave trains in H and D ar-239

rived at the same time with coherent wave bays which are in phase at WEP, BSV, and240

CAN. The Pi-2 wave amplitudes in D magnetic field components are smaller in magni-241

tude in the order of a tenth to those in H at WEP and BSV stations. The Pi-2 profiles242

in both components are distinct with scalograms in the H component being short while243

those in D elongated. This invites an interesting question; why would observatories in244

low to mid-latitude stations located southern hemisphere report unique findings com-245

pared to their counterparts? The possibility of Pi-2 source initiation origin and the prop-246
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Figure 6. Mid and low-latitude Pi-2 pulsation record from H and D magnetic field compo-

nents. The KAG, ONW, and PTK stations show comparative observation of Pi-2 oscillations in

H and D components in (a)-(f). The red and green dashed lines correspond to the detected Pi-2

Pulsations

agation media perhaps are directly linked to this observation. The northern auroral zone247

stands to be a location where Pi-2 originated and was more disturbed as Pi-2s are dis-248

tributed along 210 MM globally.249

Figure 6 shows the observations from the PTK, ONW, and KAG observatories in250

their local time with L-values 2.12, 1.39, and 1.12 respectively. The wave response on251

the H component arrives simultaneously with the same wave bays in all stations. All wave252

profiles in the D component are reversed. Dominance of external effects such as local sea253

currents heavily attenuated the signal arriving at the ONW station in the D component.254

Hence, results in weak Pi-2 signal reception on the azimuthal component as illustrated255

in the waveform and scalogram. The Pi-2 pulsation was modulated by the sea currents256

due to ONW’s proximity to the sea (e.g., Romero et al., 2020). It was noted that Pi-2257

power dominated more on the H as the D component was severely attenuated and more258

likely modulated by local effects. Regardless, the recovered signal in D showed a sim-259

ilar pattern in all three stations. It was uniquely observed that Pi-2 waves in both mag-260

netic components were 180◦ out of phase with H having a higher amplitude than those261

in D. This implies that the latitudinal profiles of Pi-2 perturbation consist of different262

mode oscillations.263

Pi-2 wave evolution and polarization in H and D magnetic field components dur-264

ing pre-substorm, substorm onset, and post-substorm periods in EWA stations are shown265

in Figure 7. In the pre-substorm and post-substorm periods, the Pi-2 signal arrived at266

EWA with a slight phase difference in both components with the H leading as shown in267

R1 & R2 of Figure 7(a). In the substorm expansion phase, the Pi-2 oscillations evolved268

with 180◦ out of phase as in R3 with a peak amplitude at 23:39 LT. This is demonstrated269

by the horizontal arrows panel 7(b) corresponding to a phase shift of π projected in a270

unit circle. This polarisation lasted for about 10 minutes. There were similar observa-271

tions in the PTK, ONW, and KAG in reverse (Fig. 6). Time-frequency consistency and272

phase difference of Pi-2 pulsations illustrated in Figure 7(b) were consistent with obser-273

vations demonstrated in Figure 7(a). The small arrows in phase-frequency coherence anal-274

ysis in Figure 7(b) represent the phase angle between the two signals. The H and D demon-275
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consistent

Figure 7. Pi-2 Pulsation observed in H and D components from EWA ground monitor. (a)

illustrates the Pi-2 phase shift and evolution between two magnetic components. (b) shows the

wavelet frequency and phase coherence of signals in (a). Where Pi-2 ripples from H and D are

in a black solid line and a red dashed line respectively. The blue and black vertical dashed lines

show the partition between the region of Pi-2 wave evolution marked by R1, R2, and R3. Finally,

the black arrows in panel (b) show phase shift. In principle, vertical arrows show phase lag on

a unit circle corresponding to a π
2
. Therefore, the corresponding phase lag of π in panel (b) is

consistent with that in panel (a).

strated a high-frequency coherence in the substorm expansion period lasting for 10 min-276

utes beginning from the second minute from the left of panel 7(b).277

Figure 8 illustrates the physical properties of Pi-2 wave trains detected in middle278

and low-latitude stations along 210◦ MM. In Figure 8 (a) all Pi-2 oscillations beating these279

regions showed similar wave profiles. These oscillations arrived at 13:37 UT peaking at280

13:39:11 UT and gradually decayed. The observations in Figure 8 (b) show that the ultra-281

low frequency waves of the Pi-2 type delayed arriving at different times in some stations.282

These D-component waves showed different properties with some peaking simultaneously283

earlier while some later taking 13:37 UT as the arrival time with CAN and PTK as ref-284

erence. This unique feature hints at the magnetospheric structure and wave propaga-285

tion time. To visualize the underlying unique properties of the Pi-2 undulation in Fig-286

ure 8. The latitude dependence of the Pi-2 pulsations picture and patterns are projected287

in Figure 8(b).288

3.2 Auroral Pi-2 Pulsations289

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate nightside Pi-2 undulations observed in the auroral zone.290

Figure 9 presents the observations in the ZYK, MGD, and KOT stations located at L291

= 3.97, L = 2.87, and L = 5.41, respectively. There was a phase shift in observations be-292

tween ZYK and MGD ground monitors as well as in their components despite sharing293

the same local time. From Table 1 we note ZYK is east of MGD. The negative D oscil-294

lations indicate the center of the substorm current wedge is located west of these two295

monitors(Clauer & McPherron, 1974). The positive H at MGD implies that the down-296

ward field-aligned current section of the wedge is situated east of the station. Focusing297
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Figure 8. Sub-auroral Pi-2 pulsation waveforms. (a) and (b) shows the H and D pertur-

bations respectively. The H component responded with similar Pi-2 waveforms and amplitude

spanning from -45.72◦ to 46.17◦ magnetic latitude except for EWA and all peaking at 13:39:11

UT. Similarly, the D component recorded the same waveform in the northern hemisphere

stations(46.17◦, 31.15◦,24.37◦ & 5.61◦ ) except 21.63◦ while waves in the southern hemisphere

phase reversed in D peaking at 13:38:42 UT. Teal dashed-dotted lines correspond to the detected

Pi-2 Pulsations onset while the faint yellow shade is the Pi-2s duration.

on ZYK, Pi-2 ripples arrive delayed by 2 minutes in both magnetic components with a298

phase reversal of 180◦. The ZYK and KOT stations recorded high Pi-2 pulsations am-299

plitudes in both magnetic components with ZYK having 2 nT and KOT 6 nT in the hor-300

izontal magnetic component and 1 nT and 2 nT in the D components respectively. MGD301

responded similarly to those in midlatitude zones with enhanced Pi-2 wave amplitude302

of 1.5 nT and 1 nT in H and D respectively. In the auroral zone, Pi-2s were observed303

in KTN, TIK, and CHD observatories located at L=8.62, 5.98, and 5.55 respectively. Fig-304

ure 10 illustrates the examinations in H and D magnetic components. whereby, Pi-2 os-305

cillations presented various wave profiles localized in each observatory and were completely306

different from those observed in the sub-auroral regions. Furthermore, the wave morphol-307

ogy scalograms were unique in the three stations both in H and D magnetic field com-308

ponents. Therefore, probably suggests that the wave source and propagation medium309

are unique and localized for each region. The three wave signals arrived at different times310

for both components as shown in Figure 10. The wave amplitude in the KTN H panel311

is twice that in the D panel. TIK recorded a maximum of 5 nT and -4 nT in amplitudes312

while CHD 5 nT and -10 nT respectively. Overall, all signals presented different spec-313

tra, scalograms and with -10 nT and 15 nT peak amplitudes. Figure 11 describes the314

Pi-2 wave profile in mid-high magnetic latitude. It was observed that the wave profile315

evolves as it propagates from the auroral to the sub-auroral zone. This wave evolution316

is visible in all frequencies and amplitude in both magnetic field components signifying317

the nature of their propagation path in the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Amplitude318

changes are well shown in Figure 12. The latitudinal and amplitude relationship of Pi-319

2 magnetohydrodynamic waves globally are illustrated in Figure 12. These observations,320
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Figure 9. Mid-high latitude Nightside Pi-2 pulsation detected in ZYK, MGD, and KOT sta-

tions in H and D components. The red and green dashed lines show the span of detected Pi-2

pulsations.

Figure 10. High latitude Pi-2 pulsation detected in KTN, TIK, and CHD stations in H and D

components. The red and green dashed lines correspond to the detected Pi-2 Pulsations.

present global wave activities in the H and D components of the magnetic fields. Gen-321

erally, there was a gradual decrease in Pi-2 pulsation activities equatorward from the zones322

of auroral brightness intensification along 210◦ MM. The sharp break in the trend ac-323

companied by an increase in amplitude at CHD compared to TIK indicates a bizarre ac-324

tivity interesting for this study. Overall, The Horizontal component in all latitudes re-325

sponded with high amplitudes compared to the D components.326
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Figure 11. High and mid latitude Pi-2 pulsation waveforms. (a) and (b) shows the H and D

perturbations respectively. Collectively, all Pi-2 ULF waves monitored in high latitudes exhibited

different wave profiles. Teal dashed-dotted lines correspond to the detected Pi-2 Pulsations onset

while the faint yellow shade is the Pi-2s duration.

Figure 12. Latitudinal profile of Pi-2 amplitude along 210◦ MM. Pi-2 absolute amplitude

decreases with the decline in absolute magnetic latitude.

4 Summary and Discussion327

The characteristics of Pi-2 pulsations observed in the auroral to sub-auroral zone328

using ground magnetometer data obtained from the CPMN along 210◦ MM were care-329

fully analyzed. The low-latitude Pi-2 pulsations arrived at 13:37:00 UT, 2 minutes ear-330

lier in most observatories in both hemispheres compared to the predicted time of sub-331

storm onset, 13:39:00 UT. Consequently, similar observations in H-components of KTN332

and CHD observatories were detected. These high correlation global Pi-2 events mon-333

itored on the nightside in a wide latitudinal and narrow magnetic meridian constituted334

highly consistent waveforms. Similarly, the same observations were also reported by Keiling335

et al. (2014a); Uozumi et al. (2009, 2011, 2016a) on their work. Uozumi et al. (2009) stud-336
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ies on high latitude in the pre-midnight sector resolve to a similar systematic delay in337

horizontal components and strong Pi-2 pulsations MLT dependence. These wave prop-338

erties in the auroral zone are strong indicators of forced Alfven waves excited by fast mag-339

netosonic waves (Uozumi et al., 2009). However, the Observatories such as TIK and ZYK340

exhibited a common time delay of about 2 minutes in their H components compared to341

those in the low-latitude stations (refer Figure 8 and 11). The delay in Pi-2 arrival in342

the auroral zone is due to differences in mode conversion and distinct propagation paths.343

Fast mode waves propagating in the azimuthal direction in the magnetosphere can ex-344

cite field-aligned mode waves(Alfven waves) on the field lines away from the source re-345

gion as in the case of the KOT station.346

The underlying relationship between KTN, CHD, and ZYK to low latitude ground347

monitors in terms of observed Pi-2 wave properties is complex. In other studies, how-348

ever, global Pi-2 pulsations have a single period, while spanning the equatorial to au-349

roral zone with their largest amplitude at high latitudes. This implies that their source350

lies beyond the plasmasphere (outer magnetosphere). Therefore, to distinguish these waves351

from the global Pi-2 associated with the global PCR/PVR-Pi-2 pulsations types, they352

are named super global Pi-2s. The source generation mechanism differentiates super global353

Pi-2s from Pi-2s types with different periods occurring simultaneously from low to high354

latitudes. Li et al. (1998) reported Pi-2 events that displayed two periods at different355

latitudes and argued that the transient response mechanism operated in the high lat-356

itudes while PCR in the low and mid-latitudes (Keiling et al., 2014b). However, for su-357

per global Pi-2, it was suggested that only one generation mechanism operated, even if358

with numerous different propagation conduits from their source to the ground(e.g., Uozumi359

et al., 2009). On the other hand, sub-auroral global Pi-2 pulsations have also been ex-360

plained initially by cavity resonance(Takahashi et al., 1999). It was pointed out that in361

principle, these Pi-2 waves are triggered by forced driving of the system. Other obser-362

vational evidence on the forcing mechanism argued that the observed sub-auroral Pi-2363

oscillations were driven by velocity modulations in fast plasma flows (BBF) in the cen-364

tral plasma sheet, which would subsequently couple to MHD waves in the plasmasphere365

(inner magnetosphere). Keiling et al. (2008) proposed high-latitude forcing showing ev-366

idence that some ground Pi-2 waves are directly controlled by the reconnection site also367

known as reconnection-driven Pi-2 pulsations. While the source for the BBF-driven Pi-368

2s is connected to tail reconnection. Thus, the propagation model must be different com-369

pared to that of the reconnection-driven Pi-2 model. The latter suggested that besides370

the flow modulations in the plasma sheet, Alfvénic variation on high-latitude flux tubes371

carried the Pi-2 signal faster to high latitudes on the ground, where Pi-2s were first spot-372

ted. Therefore, associating monochromatic Pi-2 pulsations observed in the sub-auroral373

as super global Pi-2 is logical.374

The phase reversal (180 ◦ out of phase) between ZYK and CHD with correspond-375

ing L-values of 3.97 and 5.55 indicates the plasmapause location. For certainty, this ob-376

servation syncs with Tokunaga et al. (2007) results showing they are probably situated377

along the plasmapause boundary during the Pi-2 pulsation event. Polarization reversal378

of substorm-related Pi-2 undulations near plasmapause has been generally accepted by379

many researchers (e.g., Fukunishi, 1975). Takahashi et al. (2003) described the events380

occurring near the plasmapause at CRRES (Combined Release and Radiation Effects381

Satellite) using the phase of compressional component (Bz) to be assembled both at 0382

◦ and 180 ◦. Their observations pointed out a consistent trend with the cavity mode ac-383

cording to a numerical simulation using a realistic plasmapause plasma density struc-384

ture and a dipole magnetic field, which shows that the node of Bz is situated near the385

plasmapause. CHD and TIK lie nearly along the same latitude with a difference of 15◦386

and 19◦ in magnetic and geographic longitudes respectively. Therefore, it was expected387

to record phase-coherent signals. On the contrary, anti-phase signals were monitored in388

instead. Hence, the phase shift between CHD and TIk arguably comes from the longi-389

tudinal tunneling of fast mode waves in the high latitude (Uozumi et al., 2004). Tokunaga390
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et al. (2007) studied the azimuthal wave number of the Pi-2s from these stations and found391

it to be about 3 which syncs with those obtained from high latitude regions as reported392

in previous works(e.g., Lester et al., 1983). In addition, the waveforms in CHD H and393

D components are noted to be slightly different with enhanced amplitudes. Thus, we sug-394

gest that the D and H fluctuations at the CHD station are initiated by a common source395

but with different generation mechanisms. Pi-2 waves in the CHD H component record-396

ing higher amplitudes are caused by FAC oscillations, i.e., field line resonance (Kim et397

al., 2005) while in the D perturbations are contributed by a combination of fast waves398

and FAC oscillations. This probably explains the shoot in Pi-2 amplitude compared to399

the TIK breaking the trend (refer to Figure 12) (Tokunaga et al., 2007).400

Pi-2 pulsations detected in the sub-auroral zone lasted for about 10 minutes with401

similar H-bays arriving simultaneously with different wave profiles in D. The presence402

of group delays in the D components was also reported by other authors in their stud-403

ies (e.g., Webster et al., 1989; Li et al., 1998; Hsu & McPherron, 2007). These Pi-2 beat-404

ings are manifestations of fast Alfven waves in the geomagnetic northward and FAC os-405

cillations in the geomagnetic eastward (D) components. Subsequent increasing trends406

in amplitude from the equatorial to the auroral zone evidence wave power couplings or407

transfer into the L-shells away from the energy source (Saito, 1969; Rostoker & Samson,408

1981). Fast mode waves driving Pi-2 magnetohydrodynamics waves in the lower latitudes409

require a longer time window to propagate through the plasmasphere. Hence causing smaller410

amplitudes in zones within L ≤ 2. On the other hand, consistent and nearly monochro-411

matic spectral patterns of Pi-2 pulsations in the sub-auroral zone were observed. It was412

proposed that early Pi-2s arriving on the northern components were triggered by fast-413

mode cavity resonance (PCR/PVR) as the generation mechanism rather than a periodic414

forcing by freely propagating fast-mode waves. It is also suggested that (PVR/PCR) cav-415

ity resonances are incapable of driving large amplitudes in the auroral zone (Takahashi416

et al., 2003). Interestingly WEP, BSV, and CAN detected the same Pi-2 pulses in both417

components. Furthermore, Similar H-bays and D-bays were observed with nearly the same418

amplitudes in H disturbances and exponentially increasing in D beats from WEP to CAN419

(refer to Figure 8 and 12). Therefore, global-mode oscillation must be associated with420

these components in the inner magnetosphere. A similar finding was also reported in their421

group studies on characteristics of low-latitude Pi-2 pulsations (Yumoto et al., 2001).422

WEP and EWA in the low latitude region are located on opposite sides, where WEP423

is east of EWA with an exact time difference of 10 hours. Despite being along the same424

magnetic latitude, the Pi-2 pulsations recorded in them differ in both components. In425

EWA there was a clear wave polarisation while WEP reported none. This illustrates the426

latitudinal propagation of the Pi-2 wave property. The ellipticity in EWA as character-427

ized in Figure 7 are direct consequence of surface waves generated by injection trajec-428

tories with distinct particle energies and flow diversions (Saka et al., 2010). On the other429

hand, the polarization of Pi-2 pulsations in PTK, ZYK, and MGD in the midlatitude430

zone was associated with phase modulation due to overhead currents (Uozumi et al., 2016b).431

There are two possible situations for this kind of polarisation occurring in the mid-latitude432

region; the transient response Pi-2 and PCR-Pi-2 (Allan et al., 1996). In the PCR model,433

the meridian of the fast-mode source coincides with the center meridian of the polariza-434

tion pattern triggering the cavity while in the transient response model, the upward cur-435

rent of the Substorm Current Wedge is close to the center meridian (Uozumi et al., 2016a).436

Therefore, in PTK and MGD, the center meridian was close to 210◦ which is also co-437

herent with the Lester et al. (1983) findings. The observation in the auroral zone demon-438

strates a modulation of Pi-2 pulsations scaling with an increase in L- value maximum439

at KTN and minimum in KOT. The influence of external effects such as local sea cur-440

rents heavily attenuated the signal arriving at the ONW station in the D component.441

Therefore, the wave power in the H-component was stable and resistant to local effects442

while those in D were susceptible implying received Pi-2s are less energetic. The Pi-2 pul-443

sation modulation by the sea currents due to ONW’s proximity to the sea shows the need444
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to factor external influences in Pi-2 analysis aside from noise. This observation portrays445

the Pi-2 reception powers and local influences at D components compared to H coun-446

terparts making the wavelet technique a useful tool in analysis.447

5 Conclusion448

In summary, the ground Pi-2 Pulsations detected in the 210◦ MM network consisted449

of various irregular modal components indicating the tunneling of shear and fast Alfven450

waves, field line resonances, and finally plasmaspheric resonances. The influences of lo-451

cal effects such as sea currents are also emphasized affecting the reception of Pi-2 sig-452

nals in some monitors in the CPMN network. Thus, highlighting the consequence of con-453

sidering local environmental effects in data analysis. During the onset of the substorm454

expansion, the near-Earth magnetotail suddenly reconfigured to a dipole state from its455

original physical state of stretched configuration. The change in the magnetosphere con-456

figuration is instigated by the formation of the substorm current wedge (SCW), when457

the cross-tail current gets short-circuited to the auroral ionosphere via field-aligned cur-458

rents, due to the disruption of the tail current. Pi-2 pulsations are regarded as the man-459

ifestation of the sudden change in the state of the magnetosphere during a substorm, which460

can be monitored at different radial distances from the Earth’s surface. In conclusion,461

this study provides valuable insights into the features of Pi-2 pulsations in the sub-auroral462

to the auroral zone. Their latitudinal and longitudinal propagation and initiation mech-463

anisms. Finally, their variations across different magnetic latitudes along narrow merid-464

ians. The association of Pi-2 pulsations with substorms is an important proxy for un-465

derstanding the coupling process between the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and466

the complex electrodynamic processes in the magnetosphere. The successful application467

of the wavelet analytic detection technique of Pi-2 pulsation in the current study makes468

it a valuable tool for future research in the magnetospheric community. Mapping global469

simulations with ground observations to complement limited space observations would470

provide a comprehensive understanding of mixing systems in the ionospheric and mag-471

netosphere.472
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Abstract18

Ground Pi-2 pulsations comprise superpositions of various modal components of shear19

and fast Alfven waves, field line resonance, and plasmaspheric resonances. These com-20

plex waveforms, hard to resolve with Fourier transforms are successfully characterized21

by wavelet techniques. Wavelet detection employs decomposition and reconstruction modes22

to characterize time-frequency components. Hence, suitable for the examination of the23

locality and complexity of natural signal patterns. The current study presents the au-24

tomatic detection of Pi-2 pulsations using Daubechies and Morlet wavelet transforms.25

In the study, distinct Pi-2 events from CPMN stations along 210◦ magnetic meridian were26

detected. Global Pi-2 pulsations with harmonious H oscillations and discrete D bays in27

the sub-aurora zone suggest a common source with diverse tunneling paths. Scalograms28

of Pi-2 undulations of the frequency band of 6.7-22 mHz were observed despite differ-29

ent kinds of Pi-2s. Auroral Pi-2s were highly localized in local time with clear H and D30

bays, implying magnetospheric-ionospheric current couplings. Latitudinal and longitu-31

dinal Pi-2 propagations are exemplified by 180◦ phase-shift (polarization) in EWA and32

group delay in the mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere. Overall, Pi-2 wave power33

from high to low latitudes declined with peak amplitudes of 15 nT to less than 1 nT, re-34

spectively. Finally, external influences from sea currents causing signal attenuation due35

to the station’s proximity to the sea were also identified. To conclude, the accuracy and36

efficiency of wavelet analysis with no computation hassle render it a valuable tool for the37

study of space events in the magnetospheric community.38

1 Introduction39

Pi-2 pulsations are transient, irregular geomagnetic oscillations with periods rang-40

ing from 40 s to 150 s (Singer et al., 1983). These magnetohydrodynamic waves are usu-41

ally observed at the onset of substorm expansions and auroral breakups (Sakurai & Saito,42

1976). One remarkable property of Pi-2 undulations is their extensive spatial distribu-43

tions. They span from local magnetic time (MLT) and/or invariable latitudes to global44

events covering many hours of MLT extending from low to high latitudes. This spatial45

variability is believed to reflect different Pi-2s generation mechanisms (e.g., Keiling &46

Takahashi, 2011). Studies based on observations have illustrated that Pi-2 pulsations mon-47

itored on the ground consist of superpositions of different components (Yumoto et al.,48

2001). At low latitudes, the Pi-2 beats observed at different latitudes and longitudes oc-49

cur with a common waveform and frequency(Sutcliffe & Yumoto, 1991). Recent stud-50

ies suggest these low-latitude Pi-2 pulsations are generated by cavity resonances excited51

by earthward-propagating fast mode waves launched at substorm commencement(Yumoto,52

1990; Takahashi et al., 1995; Allan et al., 1996; Kepko et al., 2001; Hsu et al., 2012). In53

contrast, mid-latitude Pi-2 pulsations are believed to originate from the disturbance of54

cross-tail current associated with Alfven waves carrying field-aligned currents, which play55

a role in the substorm current wedge establishment (Sakurai & Saito, 1976).56

Statistical studies on space and ground-based Pi-2 pulsations indicated that regions57

inside the inner magnetosphere (L = 2 to 5) 3 hours past their local midnight are dom-58

inated by poloidal components such as compressional (Bz) and radial (Bx). These com-59

ponents correspond to fast mode waves polarized in the direction of their Meridian (Baumjohann60

& Glaßmeier, 1984). Global Pi-2 oscillations, alternatively, are the result of plasmaspheric61

cavity resonance (PCR), a system eigenmode of the plasmasphere (e.g., Yeoman & Orr,62

1989; Lin et al., 1991; Takahashi et al., 1995). Since PCR is restricted to plasmaspheric63

field lines, any adjustment of the PCR leads to the emergence of wave energy in the plasma64

sheet, effectively escaping from the plasmasphere. Lee and Lysak (1999) defined this phe-65

nomenon as plasmaspheric virtual resonance (PVR) (Takahashi et al., 2003; Teramoto66

et al., 2008). In the PVR model, it is argued that the decrease in the Pi-2 amplitudes67

occurs outside the plasmasphere (Takahashi et al., 2003). Typically, related oscillation68

periods are longer than those of the PCR/PVR-Pi-2s (Baumjohann & Glaßmeier, 1984)69
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and their largest amplitudes lie in the auroral zone, specifically at high latitudes(Samson,70

1982).71

The timing issue of Pi-2 pulsation from the polar cap to the magnetic equator was72

conducted by Uozumi et al. (2000). Uozumi et al. (2000) addressed the timing relation73

to Pi-2 power obtained from the oscillation of the H component. They investigated the74

relationships between the relative timing of the maximum amplitude of Pi-2 magnetic75

energy and the latitudinal propagation of Pi-2 perturbations. In their finding, the tim-76

ing of the maximum power implied the group velocity or group delay, which was used77

for the examination of the wave energy transfer of Pi-2 pulsations. However, they did78

not look into the characteristics of longitudinal Pi-2 wave propagation. Uozumi et al.79

(2004) used the Uozumi et al. (2000) approach to address the characteristics of longi-80

tudinal and latitudinal Pi-2 propagation in the auroral zone. The morphology of Pi-281

propagation in high-latitude areas was determined. Nevertheless, this morphology was82

limited to high-latitude areas and thus, it was insufficient to fully explain Pi-2 propa-83

gation on a global scale. Uozumi et al. (2009) clarified the low-latitude and high-latitude84

timing relations by MLT dependence of the delay time of the auroral Pi-2 for each hor-85

izontal component utilizing the low-latitude Pi-2 timing as a reference. The propagation86

and generation mechanism of these plasma waves is still ongoing. The current study briefly87

addresses the timing issue by considering both postmidnight and pre-midnight Pi-2 ULF88

waves globally.89

Ground Pi-2 pulsations are composed of several different modal components (Fukunishi,90

1975). It is, however, principally challenging to decompose the mixed waveform using91

the conventional Fourier transform method because of the overlapping frequency ranges.92

The locality and complexity of natural signals require robust tools to explore their hid-93

den patterns and detect their presence in raw settings. The rapid fluctuation in the phase94

and frequency of waves poses another challenge. Hence, it is important to introduce tech-95

niques that make it possible to separate such mixed signals into individual modal com-96

ponents as ground-observed Pi-2 pulsations. The multifrequency analysis criterion ac-97

curately characterizes the time-frequency component of natural signals while preserv-98

ing their original formation. Therefore, it is a desirable tool for events associated with99

space activities and wave analysis in general. Wavelet is a powerful analytical tool in the100

fields of space science, acoustic industry, mathematics, and many other economic sec-101

tors. The power of Wavelet to resolve time-frequency resolution measurements and de-102

tect intelligence in signals from noise-masked signals with minimum computation power103

motivated its selection (yang Zeng & guang Wang, 2013).104

Wavelet transform applications in space sciences have succeeded significantly in stud-105

ies of space events. It has been widely used in the denoising of geomagnetic field data106

(Kumar & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997; Jach et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2008), the geomagnetic107

storm initial phase determination (Hafez et al., 2010), the automatic detection of sud-108

den storm geomagnetic onsets (Hafez et al., 2012), in the automatic recognition of Pc5109

and Pc3 pulsations using machine learning (Omondi et al., 2023b; Balasis et al., 2019)110

and the extraction of periodic components caused by the rotation of the Earth. This pa-111

per focuses on the automatic detection of Pi-2 pulsations from the ground magnetic field112

variations associated with the explosive plasma phenomena of auroral substorms. In prac-113

tice, without pre-determining any modes or frequency range as the norms in the Fourier114

transform, the wavelet automatically distinguishes anomalies from Pi-2 with no signal115

distortion (Vetterli, 1986). The wavelet power manifests itself in the ONW data when116

Pi-2 pulsations are recovered from modulation from sea currents because of the prox-117

imity of the ground monitor to the sea. Finally, the causality of Pi-2 ellipticities, time118

delays, and longitudinal propagation during substorm onset are also investigated. The119

current paper is organized into five major sections, beginning with the introduction, fol-120

lowed by data and methods, then results, summary and discussion, and finally conclu-121

sion.122
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2 Data and Methods123

Our study analyzes the data from the ground-based magnetometer stations in the124

Circum-pan Pacific Magnetometer Network (CPMN) along 210◦ magnetic meridians (MM)125

chain. The data measurements were done by magnetometers as described on the MAG-126

DAS website (https://data.i-spes.kyushu-u.ac.jp). In the study, data from 15 mon-127

itors were used for Pi-2 pulsation detections (refer to Figure 1 and Table 1). The data128

sets presented were in unprocessed settings dominated by noise, with ZYK and KOT record-129

ing the worst. White noise was dominant in many stations. These noises can be effec-130

tively eliminated by the proper application of conventional methods such as low-pass fil-131

tering at a given cut-off frequency which requires careful evaluation to perform. These132

methods have drawbacks and perhaps lead to signal loss in the process of data wrangling.133

The power of wavelet manifests in signal detection in the presence of noise-infested data.134

It performs excellently well in anomaly detection and signal discrimination with nearly135

the same frequency band as the case of the Pi-2 and Pc-4 classes. The two phenomena136

are related in time-frequency property with different physical oscillation, occurrence du-137

ration, and signal energy. Pc-4 for instance is continuous, long occurrence duration, and138

is linked to different space phenomena occurring outside the inner magnetosphere. While139

Pi-2 portrays completely different signal aspects suited for inner/outer magnetospheric140

studies. Using wavelet analytics does not necessarily require much data remediation aside141

from basic data munging such as formatting or parsing to ensure data is human-machine142

readable. Table 1 lists CPMN stations and their respective coordinates in both geographic143

and geomagnetic systems. Where abbreviations; Glat and Glon are the geographic lat-144

itude and longitude while GMlat and GMlon are the geomagnetic latitude and longitude145

respectively. Finally, L is the L-shell value for each respective station.146

Table 1. List of CPMN Ground Stations along 210◦ magnetic meridian

Station GLat (◦) GLon (◦) GMLat (◦) GMLon (◦) L

KTN 75.94 137.71 69.92 201.03 8.62
TIK 71.59 128.78 65.65 196.90 5.98
CHD 70.62 147.89 64.66 212.14 5.55
ZYK 65.75 150.78 59.60 216.76 3.97
MGD 59.97 150.86 53.49 218.75 2.87
PTK 52.94 158.25 46.17 226.02 2.12
ONW 38.43 141.47 31.15 212.63 1.39
KAG 31.58 130.72 24.37 202.36 1.22
GUA 13.58 144.87 5.61 215.55 1.03
BIK -1.08 136.05 -9.73 207.39 1.05
EWA 21.32 -158.00 21.63 269.45 1.18
KOT 66.88 -162.60 64.52 249.85 5.49
WEP -12.68 141.88 -21.93 214.44 1.18
BSV -25.54 139.21 -36.10 213.08 1.56
CAN -35.30 149 -45.72 226.29 2.08

In the current study, 1 s data cadence was used for 30 minutes consisted in all sta-147

tions. This time window was logical for Pi-2 analysis which only happens for a period148

between 10-15 minutes. Furthermore, the data used for Pi-2 oscillations analysis in the149

work corresponding to the substorm onsets period occurred at 22.97 MLT, 17th, Febru-150

ary 1995 and observed in the geographic location 70.2◦, 147.89◦ (https://supermag.jhuapl151

.edu/substorms/). The substorm onset events of the February 17th were obtained from152

the Forsyth et al. (2015) substorm onset list. According to the SOPHIE technique, the153

onset occurred at 13:39 UTC. The topographical map in Figure 1 gives information about154
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Figure 1. The topographical map of the 210◦ magnetic meridian MAGDAS magnetometer

stations. The latitude and Longitude in the map are expressed in the geodesic coordinate system.

the location of each CPMN station. This CPMN network gives the global view of these155

Pi-2 ULF wave distributions, the latitudinal wave propagation, and the evolution from156

Pi-2. The stations’ exact locations on the map are marked with red stars.157

2.1 Wavelet Analysis158

Ground geomagnetic field measurements often consist of many physical component
embeddings such as dipole field and perturbations from space. The study of each em-
bed in isolation on the same scale as the original signal requires multiscale approxima-
tion or multiresolution analysis. This refers to signal decomposition into individual com-
ponents in different scales and upon reconstruction can produce the exact single signal
as the original signal. Wavelet analysis techniques utilize this method in the detection
cases using discrete wavelet transform. Mathematically, ground magnetic perturbations
in the realm of wavelet analytics can be conceptualized as follows. Consider a function
f(t) as the original signal. If f(t) is a series of approximations of subspaces such that
f(t) ∈ Vj where j is the integer of increasing values, then f(2t) ∈ Vj+1. Projecting the
function f(t) at each level j onto the subspace Vj , the projection then is defined by the
approximation coefficient Cj [l]. The inner product of f(t) with the translated and dilated-
scaled version of the scaling function ϕ(t) is given by Eq.1 (S. G. Mallat, 1989):

Cj [l] = ⟨f, ϕj,l⟩ = ⟨f, 2−jϕ(2−j · −l⟩) (1)

where the scaling function, ϕ(t), satisfies the condition described in Eq.2.

1

2
ϕ(

1

2
t) =

∑
k

h(k)ϕ(t− k) (2)

The expression in Eq.2 permits the direct computation of Cj+1 from Cj . From C0 all
the coefficients (Cj [l])j>0,l can be calculated without directly invoking any other inner
product:

Cj+1[l] =
∑
k

h(k − 2l)Cj [k] (3)

The number of inner products at each level j is divided by 2. Gradually the signal is smoothed
leading to loss of information. The details (low-pass signal) are recovered from the sub-
space Wj+1, which is the orthogonal component of Vj+1 in Vj . This subspace is gener-
ated using wavelet function ψ(t) by dilation and translation (Daubechies, 1988, 1992;
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S. Mallat, 2009).
1

2
ψ(

1

2
t) =

∑
k

g[k]ϕ(t− k) (4)

The wavelet coefficients are calculated by Eq.5-6

Wj+1[l] = ⟨f, ψj+1,l⟩ = ⟨f, 2−(j+1)ψ(2−(j+1)) · −l⟩ (5)

=
∑
k

g(k − 2l)Cj [k]

Cj+1 =

[
h̃ ⋆ Cj

]
↓2 (6)

Wj+1 =

[
g̃ ⋆ Cj

]
↓2

To recover the original data, we utilize the properties of orthogonal wavelets. Con-
sidering biorthogonal wavelet bases filters g̃ and h̃ (Cohen et al., 1992) are defined to be
dual to g and h such that (g, h, g̃, h̃) gives a perfect reconstruction filter bank. Then,
the reconstruction of the signal is performed by expression

Cj [l] = 2
∑
k

(
h̃[k + 2l]Cj+1[k] + g̃[k + 2l]Wj+1[k]

)
(7)

= 2(h̃ ⋆ C̃j+1 + g̃ ⋆ W̃j+1)[l]

where C̃j+1 is zero interpolation of Cj+1 given by the assertions

C̃j+1[l] =

[
Cj+1

]
↑2 [l]

=

{
Cj+1[m] if l=2m

0 Otherwise

and the filters g̃ and h̃ must verify the biorthogonal conditions of de-aliasing and exact159

reconstruction (Vetterli, 1986). Equation 1 to 7 describes the formulations of wavelet mul-160

tiresolution analysis. Where Morlet continuous wavelet transform and coherence were161

formulated using the same concept demonstrated in my previous publication(Omondi162

et al., 2023a).163

In the study, we utilized a 1-dimensional multiresolution wavelet decomposition method164

to decompose data into wavelet decomposition vector v and bookkeeping vector b using165

level 5 Daubechies wavelet of order 8 (Daubechies, 1992; S. G. Mallat, 1989). To obtain166

signals, the 1-D wavelet reconstruction method was performed with the v,b, and db8 as167

the input to the wavelet reconstruction function. In principle, only two signals were pos-168

sible to reconstruct, that is, the high-frequency component also known as approxima-169

tions, and the low-frequency counterpart called details. Details were explicitly obtained170

by specifying the command ’d’ as the first input of the wavelet reconstruction function.171

This is the intelligible waveforms in the spectrum of Pi-2 waves. This step was repeated172

to reproduce background information as an approximation replacing ’a’ in place of ’d’173

(Daubechies, 1992; Omondi et al., 2023b). Figure 2 & 3 gives vivid visual steps and re-174

sults of the wavelet analysis technique explored.175

Figure 2 summarises Pi-2 pulsation detection processes schematically using pure176

raw data as the input. For validation of the accuracy of the detection signal, we used177

the Morlet wavelet to observe the frequency-time property of the Pi-2 pulsations as shown178

in Figure 2 & 4, for example, (Omondi et al., 2023a, 2023b). The picture of Daubechies179

wavelet transform as an automatic detection tool was explicitly demonstrated in Figure180
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Figure 2. Schematic flowchart diagram illustrating successive stages of Pi-2 pulsation detec-

tion using wavelet detection criterion from magnetic field data.

Figure 3. Time series plots of the horizontal component of the magnetic field, the raw data in

blue and approximation in orange. Panels (a) & (b) are examinations from CAN and (c) & (d)

are from the EWA station. The details and approximation are Pi-2 pulsations and background

noise respectively.

3, taking CAN and EWA station H-components as illustrative cases. Where the obser-181

vations in (a) & (b) are from CAN and (c) & (d) from EWA respectively. Figure 3 (a)182

& (c) shows the raw magnetic field data in blue and the approximation in orange after183

wavelet decomposition and reconstruction. The detected Pi-2 waves are shown in Fig-184

ure 3 (b) & (d). Where UT is the abbreviation for universal time. We can see approx-185

imations in panels 3(a) & (c) are highly smoothed and deviate from the raw data hav-186

ing similar trends. It is important to note that this approximation contains many sig-187
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nal components except one extracted at level 5. These signals are not in the scope of this188

study and any oscillatory studies such as Pi-1 or Pc3-4 may be present in it and are treated189

as background noise. The vivid dominant white noise seen in panels 3(a) & (c) can be190

obtained explicitly by the wavelet analytic denoising method as demonstrated in my pre-191

vious publication (Omondi et al., 2023b).192

3 Results193

The classification scheme for observed ground Pi-2 pulsations using latitudinal ex-194

tents: low, mid, and high latitudes are unclear, and the L-range based division alone is195

also insufficient (Sutcliffe & Yumoto, 1989). Hence, accounting for Pi-2 pulsations cov-196

ering more than one L range is highly desirable. The preferred categorization scheme for197

Pi-2 waves on their physical properties is one proposed by Samson (1982), defining high198

latitudes as any region influenced by magnetic fields from the ionospheric substorm elec-199

trojet. The regions situated latitudinally below are termed mid-latitude regions. This200

definition gives freedom for the latitudinal motion of the electrojet with geomagnetic con-201

ditions. This paper adopted this convention, referring to high latitude ground Pi-2 pul-202

sations as auroral zone Pi-2, and the equatorward as sub-auroral zone Pi-2 (Yeoman &203

Orr, 1989). With this definition, the plasma sheet field lines are accurately mapped as204

conjugate to the auroral zone, and the plasma trough and possibly portions of the plas-205

masphere as a mirror of the sub-auroral zone. The low latitude zones are retained as re-206

gions with L < 2. The scalograms in Figure 4,5,6,9 and 10 are the automatically detected207

Pi-2 pulsations by Morlet mother wavelet continuous transformation of the Daubechies208

discrete wavelet transform (waveforms) from the magnetic field lines of the CPMN sta-209

tions.210

3.1 Sub-Auroral Pi-2 Pulsations211

Figures 4-6 illustrate global Pi-2 oscillations in low-latitude observed in the night-212

side sector. Each panel shows results obtained from the H and D magnetic field com-213

ponents in the corresponding stations in local time (LT). Overall, Pi-2 pulsations recorded214

in the magnetic field H component in all mid-low latitude stations (Fig. 8) arrived si-215

multaneously with a clear coherent profile suggesting the same wave originating from the216

same source. Compared to those monitored in the D component, they arrived at differ-217

ent times. Demonstrating interesting findings about the Pi-2 waves and their propaga-218

tion mechanisms in the magnetosphere during geomagnetic activity along 210◦ MM. The219

wavelet scalograms in Figures 4-6 show Pi-2 pulsation of frequency range 6.7-22 mHz con-220

sistent in all stations.221

Figure 4 presents observations in BIK, GUA, and EWA stations with L-shell val-222

ues of 1.03 and 1.13 respectively. BIK and GUA are conjugate stations located in op-223

posite hemispheres sharing similar L-values and nearly the same local time. Panels 4(a)-224

(c) and 4(d)-(f) are Pi-2s detections from the H and D components. The examination225

of the H component showed clear short transient pulses of damped oscillations with higher226

amplitudes maximum between 0.3 and 1.5 nT while the D component recorded 0.1 and227

0.3 nT spread across three stations. Furthermore, the ULF wave signature in the D pan-228

els showed distinct waveform profiles in each station vividly illustrated in scalograms 4(d),229

(e), and (f). Surprisingly, all the H-components in the three stations oscillated in phase230

despite their 4-hour difference in local time. The scalograms in H were short-lived com-231

pared to the D component in the GUA & BIK observatory. On the contrary, at EWA232

station which is 1 hour to midnight, smaller waveforms by a factor 5 were detected in233

both components and were 180◦ phase shifted in H and D. EWA also recorded similar234

scalograms as demonstrated in Figure 4(c) & (f). This indicates the localization of Pi-235

2 pulsation power to a local time. Detailed analysis on Pi-2s polarizations at EWA sta-236

tion is shown in Figure 7.237
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Figure 4. Low latitude Pi-2 pulsation detected BIK, GUA, and EWA. Where (a), (b) & (c)

and (d), (e) & (f) are Pi-2 waves recorded in H and D components respectively. The white solid

waveform & scalogram are Pi-2 pulsations and the red & green dashed line is Pi-2 duration.

Figure 5. Low Latitude Pi-2 pulsation detected in WEP, BSV, and CAN ground monitors.

Where (a), (b) & (c) and (d), (e) & (f) are Pi-2s in H and D components respectively. The white

solid waveform & scalogram are Pi-2 pulsations and the red & green dashed line is Pi-2 duration.

Figure 5 demonstrate a special case of Pi-2 waves recorded in WEP, BSV, and CAN238

stations located in L=1.18, 2.0, and 2.04 respectively. The wave trains in H and D ar-239

rived at the same time with coherent wave bays which are in phase at WEP, BSV, and240

CAN. The Pi-2 wave amplitudes in D magnetic field components are smaller in magni-241

tude in the order of a tenth to those in H at WEP and BSV stations. The Pi-2 profiles242

in both components are distinct with scalograms in the H component being short while243

those in D elongated. This invites an interesting question; why would observatories in244

low to mid-latitude stations located southern hemisphere report unique findings com-245

pared to their counterparts? The possibility of Pi-2 source initiation origin and the prop-246
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Figure 6. Mid and low-latitude Pi-2 pulsation record from H and D magnetic field compo-

nents. The KAG, ONW, and PTK stations show comparative observation of Pi-2 oscillations in

H and D components in (a)-(f). The red and green dashed lines correspond to the detected Pi-2

Pulsations

agation media perhaps are directly linked to this observation. The northern auroral zone247

stands to be a location where Pi-2 originated and was more disturbed as Pi-2s are dis-248

tributed along 210 MM globally.249

Figure 6 shows the observations from the PTK, ONW, and KAG observatories in250

their local time with L-values 2.12, 1.39, and 1.12 respectively. The wave response on251

the H component arrives simultaneously with the same wave bays in all stations. All wave252

profiles in the D component are reversed. Dominance of external effects such as local sea253

currents heavily attenuated the signal arriving at the ONW station in the D component.254

Hence, results in weak Pi-2 signal reception on the azimuthal component as illustrated255

in the waveform and scalogram. The Pi-2 pulsation was modulated by the sea currents256

due to ONW’s proximity to the sea (e.g., Romero et al., 2020). It was noted that Pi-2257

power dominated more on the H as the D component was severely attenuated and more258

likely modulated by local effects. Regardless, the recovered signal in D showed a sim-259

ilar pattern in all three stations. It was uniquely observed that Pi-2 waves in both mag-260

netic components were 180◦ out of phase with H having a higher amplitude than those261

in D. This implies that the latitudinal profiles of Pi-2 perturbation consist of different262

mode oscillations.263

Pi-2 wave evolution and polarization in H and D magnetic field components dur-264

ing pre-substorm, substorm onset, and post-substorm periods in EWA stations are shown265

in Figure 7. In the pre-substorm and post-substorm periods, the Pi-2 signal arrived at266

EWA with a slight phase difference in both components with the H leading as shown in267

R1 & R2 of Figure 7(a). In the substorm expansion phase, the Pi-2 oscillations evolved268

with 180◦ out of phase as in R3 with a peak amplitude at 23:39 LT. This is demonstrated269

by the horizontal arrows panel 7(b) corresponding to a phase shift of π projected in a270

unit circle. This polarisation lasted for about 10 minutes. There were similar observa-271

tions in the PTK, ONW, and KAG in reverse (Fig. 6). Time-frequency consistency and272

phase difference of Pi-2 pulsations illustrated in Figure 7(b) were consistent with obser-273

vations demonstrated in Figure 7(a). The small arrows in phase-frequency coherence anal-274

ysis in Figure 7(b) represent the phase angle between the two signals. The H and D demon-275
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consistent

Figure 7. Pi-2 Pulsation observed in H and D components from EWA ground monitor. (a)

illustrates the Pi-2 phase shift and evolution between two magnetic components. (b) shows the

wavelet frequency and phase coherence of signals in (a). Where Pi-2 ripples from H and D are

in a black solid line and a red dashed line respectively. The blue and black vertical dashed lines

show the partition between the region of Pi-2 wave evolution marked by R1, R2, and R3. Finally,

the black arrows in panel (b) show phase shift. In principle, vertical arrows show phase lag on

a unit circle corresponding to a π
2
. Therefore, the corresponding phase lag of π in panel (b) is

consistent with that in panel (a).

strated a high-frequency coherence in the substorm expansion period lasting for 10 min-276

utes beginning from the second minute from the left of panel 7(b).277

Figure 8 illustrates the physical properties of Pi-2 wave trains detected in middle278

and low-latitude stations along 210◦ MM. In Figure 8 (a) all Pi-2 oscillations beating these279

regions showed similar wave profiles. These oscillations arrived at 13:37 UT peaking at280

13:39:11 UT and gradually decayed. The observations in Figure 8 (b) show that the ultra-281

low frequency waves of the Pi-2 type delayed arriving at different times in some stations.282

These D-component waves showed different properties with some peaking simultaneously283

earlier while some later taking 13:37 UT as the arrival time with CAN and PTK as ref-284

erence. This unique feature hints at the magnetospheric structure and wave propaga-285

tion time. To visualize the underlying unique properties of the Pi-2 undulation in Fig-286

ure 8. The latitude dependence of the Pi-2 pulsations picture and patterns are projected287

in Figure 8(b).288

3.2 Auroral Pi-2 Pulsations289

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate nightside Pi-2 undulations observed in the auroral zone.290

Figure 9 presents the observations in the ZYK, MGD, and KOT stations located at L291

= 3.97, L = 2.87, and L = 5.41, respectively. There was a phase shift in observations be-292

tween ZYK and MGD ground monitors as well as in their components despite sharing293

the same local time. From Table 1 we note ZYK is east of MGD. The negative D oscil-294

lations indicate the center of the substorm current wedge is located west of these two295

monitors(Clauer & McPherron, 1974). The positive H at MGD implies that the down-296

ward field-aligned current section of the wedge is situated east of the station. Focusing297
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Figure 8. Sub-auroral Pi-2 pulsation waveforms. (a) and (b) shows the H and D pertur-

bations respectively. The H component responded with similar Pi-2 waveforms and amplitude

spanning from -45.72◦ to 46.17◦ magnetic latitude except for EWA and all peaking at 13:39:11

UT. Similarly, the D component recorded the same waveform in the northern hemisphere

stations(46.17◦, 31.15◦,24.37◦ & 5.61◦ ) except 21.63◦ while waves in the southern hemisphere

phase reversed in D peaking at 13:38:42 UT. Teal dashed-dotted lines correspond to the detected

Pi-2 Pulsations onset while the faint yellow shade is the Pi-2s duration.

on ZYK, Pi-2 ripples arrive delayed by 2 minutes in both magnetic components with a298

phase reversal of 180◦. The ZYK and KOT stations recorded high Pi-2 pulsations am-299

plitudes in both magnetic components with ZYK having 2 nT and KOT 6 nT in the hor-300

izontal magnetic component and 1 nT and 2 nT in the D components respectively. MGD301

responded similarly to those in midlatitude zones with enhanced Pi-2 wave amplitude302

of 1.5 nT and 1 nT in H and D respectively. In the auroral zone, Pi-2s were observed303

in KTN, TIK, and CHD observatories located at L=8.62, 5.98, and 5.55 respectively. Fig-304

ure 10 illustrates the examinations in H and D magnetic components. whereby, Pi-2 os-305

cillations presented various wave profiles localized in each observatory and were completely306

different from those observed in the sub-auroral regions. Furthermore, the wave morphol-307

ogy scalograms were unique in the three stations both in H and D magnetic field com-308

ponents. Therefore, probably suggests that the wave source and propagation medium309

are unique and localized for each region. The three wave signals arrived at different times310

for both components as shown in Figure 10. The wave amplitude in the KTN H panel311

is twice that in the D panel. TIK recorded a maximum of 5 nT and -4 nT in amplitudes312

while CHD 5 nT and -10 nT respectively. Overall, all signals presented different spec-313

tra, scalograms and with -10 nT and 15 nT peak amplitudes. Figure 11 describes the314

Pi-2 wave profile in mid-high magnetic latitude. It was observed that the wave profile315

evolves as it propagates from the auroral to the sub-auroral zone. This wave evolution316

is visible in all frequencies and amplitude in both magnetic field components signifying317

the nature of their propagation path in the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Amplitude318

changes are well shown in Figure 12. The latitudinal and amplitude relationship of Pi-319

2 magnetohydrodynamic waves globally are illustrated in Figure 12. These observations,320
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Figure 9. Mid-high latitude Nightside Pi-2 pulsation detected in ZYK, MGD, and KOT sta-

tions in H and D components. The red and green dashed lines show the span of detected Pi-2

pulsations.

Figure 10. High latitude Pi-2 pulsation detected in KTN, TIK, and CHD stations in H and D

components. The red and green dashed lines correspond to the detected Pi-2 Pulsations.

present global wave activities in the H and D components of the magnetic fields. Gen-321

erally, there was a gradual decrease in Pi-2 pulsation activities equatorward from the zones322

of auroral brightness intensification along 210◦ MM. The sharp break in the trend ac-323

companied by an increase in amplitude at CHD compared to TIK indicates a bizarre ac-324

tivity interesting for this study. Overall, The Horizontal component in all latitudes re-325

sponded with high amplitudes compared to the D components.326
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Figure 11. High and mid latitude Pi-2 pulsation waveforms. (a) and (b) shows the H and D

perturbations respectively. Collectively, all Pi-2 ULF waves monitored in high latitudes exhibited

different wave profiles. Teal dashed-dotted lines correspond to the detected Pi-2 Pulsations onset

while the faint yellow shade is the Pi-2s duration.

Figure 12. Latitudinal profile of Pi-2 amplitude along 210◦ MM. Pi-2 absolute amplitude

decreases with the decline in absolute magnetic latitude.

4 Summary and Discussion327

The characteristics of Pi-2 pulsations observed in the auroral to sub-auroral zone328

using ground magnetometer data obtained from the CPMN along 210◦ MM were care-329

fully analyzed. The low-latitude Pi-2 pulsations arrived at 13:37:00 UT, 2 minutes ear-330

lier in most observatories in both hemispheres compared to the predicted time of sub-331

storm onset, 13:39:00 UT. Consequently, similar observations in H-components of KTN332

and CHD observatories were detected. These high correlation global Pi-2 events mon-333

itored on the nightside in a wide latitudinal and narrow magnetic meridian constituted334

highly consistent waveforms. Similarly, the same observations were also reported by Keiling335

et al. (2014a); Uozumi et al. (2009, 2011, 2016a) on their work. Uozumi et al. (2009) stud-336
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ies on high latitude in the pre-midnight sector resolve to a similar systematic delay in337

horizontal components and strong Pi-2 pulsations MLT dependence. These wave prop-338

erties in the auroral zone are strong indicators of forced Alfven waves excited by fast mag-339

netosonic waves (Uozumi et al., 2009). However, the Observatories such as TIK and ZYK340

exhibited a common time delay of about 2 minutes in their H components compared to341

those in the low-latitude stations (refer Figure 8 and 11). The delay in Pi-2 arrival in342

the auroral zone is due to differences in mode conversion and distinct propagation paths.343

Fast mode waves propagating in the azimuthal direction in the magnetosphere can ex-344

cite field-aligned mode waves(Alfven waves) on the field lines away from the source re-345

gion as in the case of the KOT station.346

The underlying relationship between KTN, CHD, and ZYK to low latitude ground347

monitors in terms of observed Pi-2 wave properties is complex. In other studies, how-348

ever, global Pi-2 pulsations have a single period, while spanning the equatorial to au-349

roral zone with their largest amplitude at high latitudes. This implies that their source350

lies beyond the plasmasphere (outer magnetosphere). Therefore, to distinguish these waves351

from the global Pi-2 associated with the global PCR/PVR-Pi-2 pulsations types, they352

are named super global Pi-2s. The source generation mechanism differentiates super global353

Pi-2s from Pi-2s types with different periods occurring simultaneously from low to high354

latitudes. Li et al. (1998) reported Pi-2 events that displayed two periods at different355

latitudes and argued that the transient response mechanism operated in the high lat-356

itudes while PCR in the low and mid-latitudes (Keiling et al., 2014b). However, for su-357

per global Pi-2, it was suggested that only one generation mechanism operated, even if358

with numerous different propagation conduits from their source to the ground(e.g., Uozumi359

et al., 2009). On the other hand, sub-auroral global Pi-2 pulsations have also been ex-360

plained initially by cavity resonance(Takahashi et al., 1999). It was pointed out that in361

principle, these Pi-2 waves are triggered by forced driving of the system. Other obser-362

vational evidence on the forcing mechanism argued that the observed sub-auroral Pi-2363

oscillations were driven by velocity modulations in fast plasma flows (BBF) in the cen-364

tral plasma sheet, which would subsequently couple to MHD waves in the plasmasphere365

(inner magnetosphere). Keiling et al. (2008) proposed high-latitude forcing showing ev-366

idence that some ground Pi-2 waves are directly controlled by the reconnection site also367

known as reconnection-driven Pi-2 pulsations. While the source for the BBF-driven Pi-368

2s is connected to tail reconnection. Thus, the propagation model must be different com-369

pared to that of the reconnection-driven Pi-2 model. The latter suggested that besides370

the flow modulations in the plasma sheet, Alfvénic variation on high-latitude flux tubes371

carried the Pi-2 signal faster to high latitudes on the ground, where Pi-2s were first spot-372

ted. Therefore, associating monochromatic Pi-2 pulsations observed in the sub-auroral373

as super global Pi-2 is logical.374

The phase reversal (180 ◦ out of phase) between ZYK and CHD with correspond-375

ing L-values of 3.97 and 5.55 indicates the plasmapause location. For certainty, this ob-376

servation syncs with Tokunaga et al. (2007) results showing they are probably situated377

along the plasmapause boundary during the Pi-2 pulsation event. Polarization reversal378

of substorm-related Pi-2 undulations near plasmapause has been generally accepted by379

many researchers (e.g., Fukunishi, 1975). Takahashi et al. (2003) described the events380

occurring near the plasmapause at CRRES (Combined Release and Radiation Effects381

Satellite) using the phase of compressional component (Bz) to be assembled both at 0382

◦ and 180 ◦. Their observations pointed out a consistent trend with the cavity mode ac-383

cording to a numerical simulation using a realistic plasmapause plasma density struc-384

ture and a dipole magnetic field, which shows that the node of Bz is situated near the385

plasmapause. CHD and TIK lie nearly along the same latitude with a difference of 15◦386

and 19◦ in magnetic and geographic longitudes respectively. Therefore, it was expected387

to record phase-coherent signals. On the contrary, anti-phase signals were monitored in388

instead. Hence, the phase shift between CHD and TIk arguably comes from the longi-389

tudinal tunneling of fast mode waves in the high latitude (Uozumi et al., 2004). Tokunaga390
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et al. (2007) studied the azimuthal wave number of the Pi-2s from these stations and found391

it to be about 3 which syncs with those obtained from high latitude regions as reported392

in previous works(e.g., Lester et al., 1983). In addition, the waveforms in CHD H and393

D components are noted to be slightly different with enhanced amplitudes. Thus, we sug-394

gest that the D and H fluctuations at the CHD station are initiated by a common source395

but with different generation mechanisms. Pi-2 waves in the CHD H component record-396

ing higher amplitudes are caused by FAC oscillations, i.e., field line resonance (Kim et397

al., 2005) while in the D perturbations are contributed by a combination of fast waves398

and FAC oscillations. This probably explains the shoot in Pi-2 amplitude compared to399

the TIK breaking the trend (refer to Figure 12) (Tokunaga et al., 2007).400

Pi-2 pulsations detected in the sub-auroral zone lasted for about 10 minutes with401

similar H-bays arriving simultaneously with different wave profiles in D. The presence402

of group delays in the D components was also reported by other authors in their stud-403

ies (e.g., Webster et al., 1989; Li et al., 1998; Hsu & McPherron, 2007). These Pi-2 beat-404

ings are manifestations of fast Alfven waves in the geomagnetic northward and FAC os-405

cillations in the geomagnetic eastward (D) components. Subsequent increasing trends406

in amplitude from the equatorial to the auroral zone evidence wave power couplings or407

transfer into the L-shells away from the energy source (Saito, 1969; Rostoker & Samson,408

1981). Fast mode waves driving Pi-2 magnetohydrodynamics waves in the lower latitudes409

require a longer time window to propagate through the plasmasphere. Hence causing smaller410

amplitudes in zones within L ≤ 2. On the other hand, consistent and nearly monochro-411

matic spectral patterns of Pi-2 pulsations in the sub-auroral zone were observed. It was412

proposed that early Pi-2s arriving on the northern components were triggered by fast-413

mode cavity resonance (PCR/PVR) as the generation mechanism rather than a periodic414

forcing by freely propagating fast-mode waves. It is also suggested that (PVR/PCR) cav-415

ity resonances are incapable of driving large amplitudes in the auroral zone (Takahashi416

et al., 2003). Interestingly WEP, BSV, and CAN detected the same Pi-2 pulses in both417

components. Furthermore, Similar H-bays and D-bays were observed with nearly the same418

amplitudes in H disturbances and exponentially increasing in D beats from WEP to CAN419

(refer to Figure 8 and 12). Therefore, global-mode oscillation must be associated with420

these components in the inner magnetosphere. A similar finding was also reported in their421

group studies on characteristics of low-latitude Pi-2 pulsations (Yumoto et al., 2001).422

WEP and EWA in the low latitude region are located on opposite sides, where WEP423

is east of EWA with an exact time difference of 10 hours. Despite being along the same424

magnetic latitude, the Pi-2 pulsations recorded in them differ in both components. In425

EWA there was a clear wave polarisation while WEP reported none. This illustrates the426

latitudinal propagation of the Pi-2 wave property. The ellipticity in EWA as character-427

ized in Figure 7 are direct consequence of surface waves generated by injection trajec-428

tories with distinct particle energies and flow diversions (Saka et al., 2010). On the other429

hand, the polarization of Pi-2 pulsations in PTK, ZYK, and MGD in the midlatitude430

zone was associated with phase modulation due to overhead currents (Uozumi et al., 2016b).431

There are two possible situations for this kind of polarisation occurring in the mid-latitude432

region; the transient response Pi-2 and PCR-Pi-2 (Allan et al., 1996). In the PCR model,433

the meridian of the fast-mode source coincides with the center meridian of the polariza-434

tion pattern triggering the cavity while in the transient response model, the upward cur-435

rent of the Substorm Current Wedge is close to the center meridian (Uozumi et al., 2016a).436

Therefore, in PTK and MGD, the center meridian was close to 210◦ which is also co-437

herent with the Lester et al. (1983) findings. The observation in the auroral zone demon-438

strates a modulation of Pi-2 pulsations scaling with an increase in L- value maximum439

at KTN and minimum in KOT. The influence of external effects such as local sea cur-440

rents heavily attenuated the signal arriving at the ONW station in the D component.441

Therefore, the wave power in the H-component was stable and resistant to local effects442

while those in D were susceptible implying received Pi-2s are less energetic. The Pi-2 pul-443

sation modulation by the sea currents due to ONW’s proximity to the sea shows the need444
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to factor external influences in Pi-2 analysis aside from noise. This observation portrays445

the Pi-2 reception powers and local influences at D components compared to H coun-446

terparts making the wavelet technique a useful tool in analysis.447

5 Conclusion448

In summary, the ground Pi-2 Pulsations detected in the 210◦ MM network consisted449

of various irregular modal components indicating the tunneling of shear and fast Alfven450

waves, field line resonances, and finally plasmaspheric resonances. The influences of lo-451

cal effects such as sea currents are also emphasized affecting the reception of Pi-2 sig-452

nals in some monitors in the CPMN network. Thus, highlighting the consequence of con-453

sidering local environmental effects in data analysis. During the onset of the substorm454

expansion, the near-Earth magnetotail suddenly reconfigured to a dipole state from its455

original physical state of stretched configuration. The change in the magnetosphere con-456

figuration is instigated by the formation of the substorm current wedge (SCW), when457

the cross-tail current gets short-circuited to the auroral ionosphere via field-aligned cur-458

rents, due to the disruption of the tail current. Pi-2 pulsations are regarded as the man-459

ifestation of the sudden change in the state of the magnetosphere during a substorm, which460

can be monitored at different radial distances from the Earth’s surface. In conclusion,461

this study provides valuable insights into the features of Pi-2 pulsations in the sub-auroral462

to the auroral zone. Their latitudinal and longitudinal propagation and initiation mech-463

anisms. Finally, their variations across different magnetic latitudes along narrow merid-464

ians. The association of Pi-2 pulsations with substorms is an important proxy for un-465

derstanding the coupling process between the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and466

the complex electrodynamic processes in the magnetosphere. The successful application467

of the wavelet analytic detection technique of Pi-2 pulsation in the current study makes468

it a valuable tool for future research in the magnetospheric community. Mapping global469

simulations with ground observations to complement limited space observations would470

provide a comprehensive understanding of mixing systems in the ionospheric and mag-471

netosphere.472
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